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ABOUT JRM FOUNDATION

JRM Foundation for Humanity is a 501c3 organization established by Drs. Naeem and Fahim Rahim,
whose lives began modestly in a small town in Pakistan. Drs. Rahim were each recipients of the
prestigious Ellis Island Medals of Honor in 2011, and were also recipients of the 2007 Congressional
record by the United States Senate.
Drs. Rahim started the Idaho Kidney Institute in rural Southeastern Idaho after moving from New York
in 2005. The goal was to provide state-of-the-art care for patients suffering from kidney diseases, and
also for those in need of kidney transplants or dialysis. Since, the Idaho Kidney Centers are one of the
largest providers of care for kidney disease patients in Southeastern Idaho providing coverage to an
area of about 250,000 people.
Drs. Rahim’s philosophies of giving are based upon their experiences growing up in a small town in
Pakistan, which taught them the value of personal engagement and involvement. They were strongly
influenced by their mother regarding the value of education, and that making philanthropic investments
should make an appreciable difference in communities where they live and beyond.
The JRM family foundation seeks to provide funding with no discrimination to race, color, culture,
religion, nationality and social as well as ethnic background. Its pursuit is to improve the lives of
people, in general, with a special emphasis on improving the quality of women and children’s health
and education and treatment and research for Cystic Fibrosis.
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ABOUT THE MEDAL

Established in 2011, Idaho’s Hometown Hero Medal pays tribute to individuals that comprise Idaho’s
unique characteristics and achievements. The honorees are remarkable Idahoans who exemplify
outstanding qualities in both their personal and professional lives, while continuing to preserve and
promote the richness of Idaho and create a better world for all of us in the future by the work they do
today. Idaho is a place, but it is the people of Idaho that make it a great state.
Each year, a statewide initiative is promoted to receive nominations for potential recipients of the
Idaho’s Hometown Hero Medal. Nominations are received online and winners are celebrated each year
at a special ceremony.
Idaho’s Hometown Hero Medal celebrates individuals that embody the spirit of
philanthropy while showing a remarkable commitment in both their personal and professional lives
to improving communities across the State of Idaho, while continuing to preserve and promote the
richness of our great state and create a better world for all of us in the future by the work they do today.

MISSION AND VALUES:

IDAHO’S HOME
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T O W N H E RO

OUR CAUSES
Funding through the JRM Foundation and Idaho’s Hometown Hero Medal supports a variety
of causes around the world with a special focus on helping nonprofits in Idaho.

8 for 8
8 for 8 is an social innovation program designed to create sustainable and scalable ecosystems in post disaster remote
and rural communities by empowering local women.
It aims to invest in healthcare initiatives to lower neonatal mortality in such communities. The initiative creates
community driven solutions for HAP (Household Associate Pollution).
The program addresses educational needs for girls under the age of ten in grades 1 through 5.

Chitral, Pakistan Disaster Relief and Rehabilitation
Post earthquake in the northwest rural region of Pakistan, the Foundation conducted emergency relief efforts, provided
essential supplies needed to combat harsh winter climates and led an emergency medical camp.

Outreach Ministries – Fight Hunger Project
A philanthropic effort at running multiple food and clothing drives throughout Southeast Idaho.

Idaho Falls Youth Symphony
The Idaho Falls Youth Symphony was founded in 1989 by conductor Eric Wenstrom as the Eastern Idaho Youth Symphony
and was later incorporated into the Idaho Falls Symphony Society. The purpose of the Youth Symphony is to provide young
musicians a positive, educational, and fulfilling experience as members of a full orchestra. The Youth Symphony also
seeks to enhance area school music programs by providing an experience that will challenge the students’ developing
musical skills. The Youth Symphony holds an annual concerto competition for student soloists, has commissioned new
works for full orchestra, and has featured noted guest artists over the years.

Blue Daisies on the Green
When 8-year-old Katherine Wood watched her favorite aunt fall victim to breast cancer, she wanted to do something
for the families — especially the children — affected by the deadly disease. Katherine and JRM Foundation for Humanity
partnered to create the Blue daisy Fund and our annual “The Blue Daisies on the Green” golf benefit. The money raised
to touch the lives of the kids and their families affected by cancer directly. Money raised will be used to help a mother
who is suffering from cancer at home to get help with household duties or to provide a weekend getaway for family
members who are dealing with a child or parent who is battling cancer. This will become our signature annual event and
will be hosted in multiple cities across USA.
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OUR CAUSES
IDSP - Institute for Development Studies and Practices, Pakistan
More than 60 percent of Pakistan`s population is between 15-35 years in age, and almost 80% of this huge majority is
excluded from meaningful education and livelihood processes and opportunities.
Frustrated with a lack of efficacy in internationally sponsored development projects, Dr. Quratul Ain Bakhteari wrote a
concept paper that became the blueprint for the research- and practice-based Institute for Development Studies and
Practices (IDSP). After formulating the curriculum and recruiting and training faculty, she formally launched IDSP in 1999
in Quetta, the capital of Baluchistan, Pakistanâ€™s poorest, largest, yet least populated province. Her mission at IDSP
“Including the excluded”
Dr. Bakhteari has worked with UNICEF and the Government of Balochistan, and founded the Institute for Development
Studies and Practices. Her work has focused on health care, education, and social activism. Dr. Bakhteari has been
recognized as a Skoll Foundation Social Entrepreneur.
JRM Foundation is proud to partner with IDSP in long term projects for human development and education in Chitral
valley, replicating their efforts and success in Baluchistan.

ELAJ Foundation, Pakistan
ELAJ is a social welfare trust that seeks to promote, proliferate and innovate modern healthcare solutions in Pakistan.
JRM Foundation is partnering with ELAJ trust to do medical and disaster relief efforts in Chitral after recent flooding and
destruction of over 30 villages water supply and livelihood. We are also involved in creating a mobile healthcare unit for
the area in partnership with ELAJ Trust. Mostly to cater needs of maternal health and childhood illness’s. ELAJ Trust`s
team previously helped us in Nepal earthquake relief efforts.

#MillionDollarChallenge for the Nepal Earhquake
April 25th. 2015 earthquake in Nepal caused major destruction. Dr. Rahim and JRM Foundation team quickly went to
ground zero and worked in one of the highest hit areas of Sindhupalchowk district. Raising over $230,000 for the
#MillionDollarChallenge and leading one of the largest privately funded International medical and disaster relief team
on the ground. Our efforts still continue in several villages where we are involved in restoring lives of many villages,
rebuilding homes, schools and medical posts. Our work was featured in Huffington Poat, WebMD and Medscape among
several local, national and international publications. We also organized and lead a team of Nepali diaspora leadership
to Capitol Hill to help raise funds from USAID and US Congress for Nepal relief efforts.
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OUR CAUSES
S.T.O.P - Stop Trends Of Persecution
During our trips to Nepal, I recently came across a very sad and grueling discovery. I was introduced to the issue of
systemic persecution of Christian community in Pakistan by religious fundamentalists and anti-Christian groups.
JRM Foundation started a dedicated project called S.T.O.P to bring to light the issue of persecution of Pakistani Christian
community that makes up about less than 3% of 180 million people in Pakistan and are systematically eradicated from
their own land. Many are living in conditions in many other countries that are inhumane and not suitable for living. They
are dying of lack of proper medical care and spending months to years in IDC- Immigration detention centers in Bangkok.
This project will slowly be expanded to help any victims of religious persecution, whether Pakistani Christian refugee in
Bangkok or Rohingya Muslims being persecuted in Myanmar (Burma).

Idaho Meth Project

The Idaho Meth Project is a large-scale prevention program aimed at reducing Meth use through public service
messaging, public policy, and community outreach. Central to the integrated, research-based campaign is MethProject.
org—a definitive source for information about Meth for teens—supported by hard-hitting TV, radio, print, online, mobile,
and social media campaigns that communicate the risks of Meth use.

Sun Valley for the Arts

The Sun Valley Center for the Arts is a 501c3 Non-profit educational arts organization founded in 1971, whose mission is to
provoke and stimulate the imagination while opening hearts and minds through excellence in diverse arts programming

Drive for the Cure
Routine breast exams, especially mammograms, greatly reduce the occurrence of breast cancer related deaths in
women. Far too few women in Southeast Idaho are being screened do to costs, lack of insurance, or high deductibles.
Drive for the Cure is an organization started 10 years ago to raise money for women who may not be screened without
the free mammograms they provide. Last year over 300 women received exams.

Family Services Alliance

The mission of Family Services Alliance of SE Idaho (FSA) is to promote safe and thriving families, work to end physical,
sexual and emotional abuse, and provide victim support. All work done by Family Services Alliance is intended for the
prevention, intervention and response to all forms of power-based personal violence including domestic and dating
violence, sexual assault and rape, stalking, and human trafficking.
FSA provides emergency shelter, 24/7 Crisis Line for victims of abuse and stalking, on-site response to victims in
partnership with law enforcement and/or emergency room staff, court assistance and advocacy, individual and group
counseling for adults and children, support groups, community education, prevention education in local schools, and
grass-roots advocacy to encourage community involvement in prevention efforts.
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OUR CAUSES
Bright Tomorrows Child Advocacy Center

Bright Tomorrows Child Advocacy Center helps child victims of sexual abuse rediscover the joy, hope, and dreams
of childhood. Bright Tomorrows Child Advocacy Center reduces the trauma of child sexual abuse in one, unique,
child-friendly center. Investigative services are provided by a professional, multi-disciplinary team. Counseling and
advocacy assist children and families to heal and to lead happier, healthier lives. Educational outreach programs build
a safer environment where children are protected from future abuse. Bright Tomorrows Child Advocacy Center serves
all communities in southeastern Idaho.
Through investigation and advocacy, Bright Tomorrows provides a consistent and comprehensive response to child
sexual abuse, simplifying the system and reducing the trauma experienced by victims and their families. Through
counseling, children and their families are supported in healing and returning to healthy living, both socially and
emotionally. Through community outreach, organizations and individuals can become educated to help prevent child
sexual abuse and to insure safer communities.

Idaho Food Bank

The Idaho Foodbank is an independent nonprofit organization that has worked with a network of partner agencies
to distribute free emergency food to individuals and families in need for more than 25 years. More than a statewide
distribution system, this network of more than 200 partner agencies consists of emergency food pantries, community
kitchens, shelters and programs that collectively work together to relieve hunger in Idaho.
Individual donations, grants and corporate donations are the primary sources of funding for The Idaho Foodbank. The
organization does not depend on government funding or subsidies. Food donations are accepted from manufacturers,
wholesalers and retailers, community and corporate food drives and through the national Feeding America network.
Tax-deductible cash donations are critical to underwrite the costs associated with acquiring, transporting, warehousing
and distributing food throughout the state of Idaho

All Under One Roof

The mission of AUOR LGBTQ Center is to affirm the diverse identities and lives of lesbian, gay, bisexual, transgender,
queer, and questioning people by promoting a safe and inclusive community which emphasizes respect for individuals,
advocacy, education, and resources that promote cultural diversity, healthy living, and full achievement of personal
potential.
The Center’s strategies inspire and strengthen our community through:
• Support for LGBTQ Youth and their Allies
• Health and Wellness Education
• Community Outreach and Education
• Outreach and Support for the HIV Community
• Leadership Development and Life Skills
• Safe and Life-affirming Social Activities
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OUR CAUSES

Bannock Humane Society

The Bannock Humane Society is a non-profit organization funded by private donations plus fundraising by its members.
There are no paid employees and all funds go to help the animals.

College of Arts & Letters

The College of Arts & Letters is the largest and most comprehensive college at Idaho State University. The scope of our
work is broad, including the fine and performing arts, humanities, social and behavioral sciences.

Domestic Violence and Sexual Assault Center

DVSAC’s Mission is to help society overcome the stigma associated with domestic violence and sexual assault. To
educate, rehabilitate and support victims of all violent crimes and to prevent such crimes as being recognized as a
general part of society but rather a crime that can be prevented by a society that takes a stand against such crimes
by demanding stricter sentences for offenders, more public education/resources as well as more services available to
the youth affected by these crimes. Together as a community we can change the way violent crimes are viewed and
tolerated.

Habitat for Humanity

Habitat for Humanity Idaho Falls Area is part of a global, nonprofit housing organization operated on Christian principles
that seeks to put God’s love into action by building homes, communities and hope. Habitat for Humanity Idaho Falls
Area is dedicated to eliminating substandard housing locally and worldwide through constructing, rehabilitating and
preserving homes; by advocating for fair and just housing policies; and by providing training and access to resources
to help families improve their shelter conditions. Habitat for Humanity was founded on the conviction that every man,
woman and child should have a simple, durable place to live in dignity and safety, and that decent shelter in decent
communities should be a matter of conscience and action for all.

Pocatello Animal Shelter

The Animal Services Department coordinates all animal control activities within the boundaries of Pocatello and
manages the animal shelter located in Upper Ross Park. The animal shelter is open to the public Monday through
Saturday and provides educational tours and volunteer programs for all age groups. Public presentations by employees
can be scheduled and written information on animal issues is available by contacting the shelter office.
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OUR CAUSES

Pocatello Free Clinic

The Pocatello Free Clinic promotes health and wellness in the community by providing medical and dental care to
uninsured individuals at no cost.

POW*MIA Awareness Association

The POW MIA Awareness Association is a non-profit organization dedicated to the financial support and public
awareness of the Prisoner of War*Missing in Action (POW*MIA) issue, the Idaho State Veteran’s Home in Pocatello, Idaho,
and special charities in the local community that need our support.
We are guided by principles of freedom, sacrifice, liberty, and brotherhood to ensure that we maintain our focus on the
issue at-hand. Our goal is to heighten awareness of the POW*MIA issue through community events as well as our annual
POW*MIA Awareness Rally.

Fencing in Schools

Fencing-in-the-Schools is an educational organization dedicated to bringing the Olympic sport of fencing to
disadvantaged inner-city and rural public schools to help improve health, academic performance, and self-esteem
amongst youth.
Fencing in the Schools will serve youth through in and out of school time fencing programs, partnering with public
schools in low-income communities and other community-based organizations to provide students with an opportunity
to learn about the sport, engage in fencing practices and competitions, and gain important life skills like teamwork and
leadership through their participation.
Students will learn about the sport and be taught by Olympic-level fencing athletes.

ChildLife Foundation

Childlife Foundation was born of the idea to respond to the need for proper pediatric emergency care and partner
with Government hospitals. The most practical and the quickest way to make an impact was to facilitate the larger
government pediatric emergency units and manage them as a public/ private initiative. This would be done by completely
renovating these run down emergency units so they become comfortable areas for healing.
ChildLife saw the need to provide essential oxygen systems and medical monitors, free medicines on 24 hour basis and
improving the human resources to provide immediate care to save lives and to reduce suffering for those children who
were not at imminent risk.
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Crescendos Alliance
Overcoming barriers to health care including geographic, cultural, socioeconomic, organizational and linguistic
obstacles. Innovations tailored to individual communities, their surroundings and their needs. Providing health care by
directly treating those in need, by teaching health promoters to care for non communicable diseases, and developing
an EMS system through first responders and improving system wide communications.

The Family of Woman Film Festival

The Family of Woman Film Festival was founded to bring attention to the issues confronting women and girls around
the world through compelling cinematic stories.

“Hill” Everest Region Village in SoluKhumbu D&D Clinic
We embark on an 8–10 day hike, with 3 days spent hiking from the nearest airstrip to this village in a remote region
of Mt. Everest SoluKhumbu, called Waku-9 “Hill.” A clinic was started here for local villagers in 2009. We travel with
some of the doctors and nurses from USA and bring medications and supplies to the village. We spend 3–4 days in the
village in tents and do a Medical Camp. Some of the people who come to the clinic walk 1–3 days to get there, and many
have never seen a healthcare provider in their lives.

Rama VIII Orphanage
In a small center in the middle of Bangkok Slum under Rama VIII bridge you will find Kru (teacher) Chao. Kru Chao is a
man with amazing capacity and passion. He was left homeless by his family very early in his life because of the fact
he was born with disability. He taught himself off the streets and became a teacher. He now runs a small children
support center under Rama VIII bridge under one of Bangkok`s largest urban slums, taking care of kids who have
mental, physical and social challenges. Kru Chao provides these children toys, medicines, and supplies like diapers and
food.
Kru Chao is a man born with disabilities, but throughout the odds, he graduated from college and spends his time
with at-risk children. He spends his time collecting garbage, sells items for money to get books, diapers, and toys for
children, even in a city full of drugs and gambling.
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OUR CAUSES
Real Himalaya

Real Himalaya is a holiday planning company for private trips, trekking, climbing, expeditions, sightseeing, and even
more adventurous trips in Nepal, Tibet, and Bhutan. Real Himalaya firmly believes in quality service, great plans, and
fair prices.

Little Sisters Fund
Gender disparity, especially in education, is a critical issue in Nepal. Sixty-six percent of men can read and write, while
only 43 percent of females can. In rural areas, 7 out of 10 girls drop out of school by age 16. Young girls who are not in
school are particularly susceptible to trafficking for the sex trade, child labor, and child marriage. At 51 percent, Nepal’s
rate of early marriage is one of the highest in the world, with girls married four times as often as boys. As many as
10,000–20,000 girls are trafficked into the sex industry annually.
The Little Sisters Fund provides long-term scholarships to economically disadvantaged and at-risk girls who would
otherwise not have the opportunity to attend or continue school. Through our supplemental program—mentoring,
awareness raising, preventative health care, and teacher training—we deliver comprehensive support that ensures
girls thrive through the end of school and beyond.

P.T.S.D.
Professional Transformation Sports Development was established to provide a positive change for veterans of the
military struggling with P.T.S.D. and/or depression. PTSD will engage veterans in outdoor sports, using highly-qualified
instructors and coaches to assist veterans in gaining the necessary skills to advance and progress in an outdoor sport
of their interest and choosing.
The long-term goal of PTSD is to empower veterans to overcome personal struggles attained through the military and
break the habits that hold them back from successfully reintegrating back into civilian life. This is accomplished by
utilizing outdoor sports to form a new connection with like minded individuals who share a common passion in life.

Building Hope Today
Building Hope Today is a nonprofit whose mission is to create awareness of the prevalence of childhood sexual abuse,
reveal its lasting effects, and to safeguard those at risk on our path toward a hope-filled tomorrow.
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OUR CAUSES
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SPONSORSHIPS
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SUSTAINABLE ECONOMIC
ENTERPRISE

8 for 8
8 for 8 is an social innovation program designed to create sustainable and scalable
ecosystems in post disaster remote and rural communities by empowering local women
Building communities by empowering women economically, emotionally, and socially..
Our goal is to create economically empowered role models and community leaders
among local women through process mentoring and stewardship. Social and emotional
empowerment accomplished, through education, teaching self-worth and gender
equality.

8for8.org

Braches of 8 for 8
Institute for Development Studies
Pakistan

Healthcare

Community Midwives Program
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SUSTAINABLE ECONOMIC
ENTERPRISE
Education

Goat Farming

Helping Babies Breathe Initiatives

Dr. Rahim collaborating with local village
women to establish
sustainable work opportunities
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PHOTO GALLERY

Children from Chitral, Pakistan awaiting blankets to help with the extreme
winter climates - In partnership with ELAJ Trust

Stopping to say hello to students on their way from
school in Nagarkot, Pakistan

Talk from Dr. Rahim on the importance of education
and creating future leaders and thinkers

Students receiving their school supplies

JRM Youth Ambassador Hasan hands out birthday
prizes at a Little Sisters Fund school

Children engaged in puzzles

First grader from Mahendrgram School reads a
donated book

JRM Youth Ambassadors Musa and
Mustafa setup the book library for
the elementary students

Students heading to work on the
brick factory after school is over

Mahendragram School - Bakhtapur, Nepal Kindergarten
and First grade students wait for story time and coloring

Stuffed toys bring smiles to the students at Mahendrgram School

Cultural show presentation post medical camp in Manekharka

Highlight from diversity rally at ISU-Pocatello

JRM Ambassador Mustafa Rahim distributing candies
to eager kindergarteners

PHOTO GALLERY

JRM Youth Ambassador Mustafa shares in excitement with
the children of Mahendrgram School

JRM Youth Ambassador Alina meets her sponsored
“little sister” student, Swastika Lama

JRM Youth Ambassadors Musa, Fatima, Alina and Hasan meeting with School Director Usha Acharya of Little Sister Fund

Shoshone-Bannock beadwork projects - Lillian Valley School

JRM Youth Ambassador Pacey Huff
of Blackfoot, ID distributes story
books to elementary students

Stewards of Children Initiative
raising awareness

JRM Ambassador Fatima poses with 8th grade girls

Medical clinic in Chitral, Pakistan post Earthquake

Children at medical camp in Chitral, Pakistan

JRM Foundation Sponsored Little Sisters

1st grader enjoys reading
the new book

PHOTO GALLERY

Delivering winter blankets and tarp
to Chitral, Pakistan with partnership
from ELAJ Trust

A young patient from the
Chitral Medical Camp

JRM Sponsored Little Sisters with School Director Usha Acharya
and JRM Youth Ambassadors

S
J
s

Children visiting the doctors in Chitral, Pakistan
Fourth grade Student at Lillian Valley
School Blackfoot, ID creating native
beadwork
Executive Director Beena Rahim and local Nepal Coordinator
Shakuntala Thapa of Tej Foundation line up to hand
out school supplies
NAACP event at ISU with Medalist
Pastor Thomas

Young girls care taking for their little brother at the brick factory

JRM Youth Ambassador Hasan Rahim reads
a story to Kindergarten students
Camp Leader and Youth Ambassador Fatima Rahim helps
students make t-shirts at their summer camp

JRM Ambassador Mustafa Rahim

Our team of JRM Youth Ambassadors in Yangri resting by the river post delivering stoves and conducting
health survey research

A 3 year old girl hugs her Idaho Potato

Rebuilding water supply in Chitral post
flooding and landslides - ELAJ Trust

PHOTO GALLERY

Clothing drive in Pocatello, ID
with Outreach Ministries - Fight
Hunger Project

JRM Youth Ambassador Musa
Rahim shares photos with the
students

JRM medical team in Nepal

Sharing smiles and books as
JRM Youth Ambassador Alina
snaps photographs

Founder Shanon Fox of Stewards of children Initiative

Young children of Hunza
Valley, Pakistan greeting with
the visitors

JRM Ambassador Fey from Newport Beach, CA
visits with the school children

JRM team members Dr. Rahim, David Coffin, and Gokul Thapa
giving out school essentials in Nepal

JRM sponsored school backpacks and supplies handed
out by on the ground team led by Gokul Thapa

Nepalese children excited to show their
JRM Sponsored backpacks for school

JRM Founder Dr. Naeem Rahim
speaking on the importance
of community outreach and
helping those in need

Children at the medical camp in Nepal

Medalist, Honorable Judge Randy Smith
helping recognize our JRM Volunteers

JRM team hosts dinner to celebrate first
group of PTSD veterans

First batch of PTSD veterans at Pebble Creek

Bkhtapur,Nepal children at school in the brick
factory region

PHOTO GALLERY

Young students studying at school
after working on the brick factories in
the morning Bakthapur

Founders Dr. Rahims on
mission of Peace and
Humanity in Pakistan

PreK students enjoy the school performance

Third grade student at Lillian Valley School practicing her math program
Dr. Rahim takes a moment to play with
children in Hunza, Pakistan

Students waiting in line to visit the doctors in Manekharka, Nepal

First grader at Mahendragram School,
Bakhtapur, Nepal

JRM Youth Ambassador Alina Rahim poses with 6th grade girls

BHT did town meetings all over the country
collaborating with different agencies
regarding these crimes against children.
Executive Director Beena Rahim and Nida Mannan visiting
Lillian Valley School

Students posing in front of the new art project- a mural created by JRM Ambassadors and
Mahendrgram students

Little Sisters Fund school visit

Welcoming the visitors from America

PHOTO GALLERY

Fifth grade visit at Lillian valley School Blackfoot, ID

Yangri students on their way back from school stop by to say hello

Elementary students playing with the
donated books and toys

Dr Rahim collaborating with local village women to establish
sustainable work opportunities

Our first pilot program sharing the 7 steps of grooming and
how they can use them to strengthen cases.

Dr. Rahim visiting family residing in tents riverside by Nagar River

Little Sisters Fund school assembly for
notable students

Visiting elementary school kids in
Bakhtapur

PTSD Veteran Athletes awarded a grant from JRM Foundation

JRM Youth Ambassadors Musa and Mustafa with 8th grade boys

www.jrmfoundation.org

FB/IdahoHometownHero
Twitter @ IdahoHHM

